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CO’s Course outcomes

CO 1 Understand the architecture of Internet of Things and 

connected world. 

CO 2 Explore on use of various hardware and sensing technologies 

to build IoT applications.

CO 3 Illustrate the real time IoT applications to make smart world.

CO 4 Understand the available cloud services and communication 
API's for developing smart cities.
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UNIT-I

Introduction of Internet ofThings

33
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CLOs Course Learning Outcome

CLO 1 Understand and intuition of the whole process line of 

extracting knowledge from data about the Internet of Things.

CLO 2 Deep insight in one of the specializations within the network, 

depending on the study and the choice of the concepts of IoT.

CLO 3 Solid knowledge in a broad range of methods based on design 

and implementation of IoT in network performance, analysis 

and problem solving with design of networks.
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Definition ofIoT:

A dynamic global

capabilities based

5

on standard and interoperable

network infrastructure with self-configuring

communication

protocols where physical and virtual "things" have identities, physical

attributes, and virtual personalities and use intelligent interfaces, and are

seamlessly integrated into the information network, often communicate data

associatedwith usersand their environments.

INTRODUCTIONTOINTERNETOFTHINGS

(IoT)
Introduction
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CHARACTERISTICS OF IOT

 Dynamic & Self-Adapting

 Self-Configuring

 Interoperable CommunicationProtocols

 UniqueIdentity

 Integrated into InformationNetwork
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PHYSICAL DESIGN OF IOT

 The"Things" in IoTusually refers to IoTdeviceswhich haveunique  

identities and can perform remote sensing, actuating and  

monitoring capabilities.

 IoT devicescan:

• Exchangedata with other connected devicesand applications  

(directly or indirectly).

• Collectdata from other devicesand processthe datalocally.

• Sendthe data to centralized servers or cloud-based application  

back-ends for processing thedata.

• Perform some tasks locally and other tasks within the IoT  

infrastructure, basedon temporal and spaceconstraints.
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GENERIC BLOCKDIAGRAM OFAN IOT
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GENERIC BLOCK DIAGRAM OF AN IOT

 AnIoTdevice mayconsistof several interfaces for connections to  

other devices, both wired andwireless.

 I/O interfaces for sensors.

 Interfaces for Internetconnectivity.

 Memory and storageinterfaces.

 Audio/video interfaces.
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IoT Protocols
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IoT Protocols

1. LinkLayer

 802.3 –Ethernet

 802.11 –WiFi

 802.16 –WiMax

 802.15.4 –LR-WPAN

 2G/3G/4G
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IoT Protocols

2. Network/InternetLayer

 IPv4

 IPv6

 6LoWPAN

3. TransportLayer

 TCP

 UDP
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IoT Protocols

4. ApplicationLayer

 HTTP

 CoAP

 WebSocket

 MQTT

 XMPP

 DDS

 AMQP
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LOGICAL DESIGNOF IoT
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LOGICAL DESIGN OF IoT

 Logical design of an IoT system refers to an abstract representation

of the entities and processes without going into the low-level

specifics of theimplementation.

 An IoT system comprises of a number of functional blocks that

provide the system the capabilities for identification, sensing,

actuation, communication, andmanagement.
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REQUEST-RESPONSE COMMUNICATION

MODEL
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send

s

 Request-Response is a communication model in which the

client requests to the server and the server responds to the

requests.

 When the server receives a request, it decides how to respond,

fetches the data, retrieves resource representations, prepares the

response, and then sendsthe response to theclient.

REQUEST-RESPONSE COMMUNICATION

MODEL
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PUBLISH-SUBSCRIBECOMMUNICATION

MODEL
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PUBLISH-SUBSCRIBECOMMUNICATION

MODEL

 Publish-Subscribe is a communication model that involves

publishers,brokers andconsumers.

 Publishers are the source of data. Publishers send the data to the

topics which are managed by the broker. Publishers are not aware

of the consumers.

 Consumers subscribe to the topics which are managed by the

broker.

 When the broker receives data for a topic from the publisher, it

sendsthe data to all the subscribedconsumers.
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PUSH-PULLCOMMUNICATIONMODEL
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 Push-Pul is a communication model in which the data producers

push the data to queues and the consumers pull the data from the

queues.Producersdo not need to be aware of theconsumers.

 Queues help in decoupling the messaging between the producers

andconsumers.

 Queues also act as a buffer which helps in situations when there is a

mismatch between the rate at which the producers push data and

the rate at which the consumerspulldata.

PUSH-PULLCOMMUNICATIONMODEL
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EXCLUSIVEPAIRCOMMUNICATION

MODEL
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EXCLUSIVEPAIRCOMMUNICATION

MODEL

 ExclusivePair is abidirectional, fully duplex communication model

that uses  apersistent connection between the clientandserver.

 Oncethe connection is setup it remains open until the client sends a

request to close theconnection.

 Client and server cansendmessagesto eachother after connection

setup.
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REST-basedCommunicationAPIs
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REST-basedCommunicationAPIs

 Representational State Transfer (REST) is a set of architectural

principles by which you can design web services and web APIs that

focus on a system‟s resources and how resource states are

addressed andtransferred.

 RESTAPIsfollow therequest response communicationmodel.

 The REST architectural constraints apply to the components,

connectors, and data elements, within a distributed hypermedia

system.
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WebSocket-basedcommunication APIs
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Web Socket-basedCommunication APIs

 WebSocket APIs allow bidirectional, full duplex communication  

between clients andservers.

 WebSocketAPIsfollow the exclusivepair communication model.
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ExclusivePaircommunicationmodel
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Exclusive Paircommunication model

 ExclusivePair is abidirectional, fully duplex communication model  

that usesapersistent connection between the client andserver.

 Oncethe connection is setup it remains open until the client sends  

arequest to closethe connection.

 Client and server cansendmessagesto eachother after connection  

setup.
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IoTLevels& Deployment Templates

 AnIoTsystemcomprisesof the following components:

 Device: An IoT device allows identification, remote sensing,

actuating and remote monitoring capabilities. You learned about

various examplesof IoTdevicesin section.

 Resource: Resources are software components on the IoT

device for accessing, processing, and storing sensor information,

or controlling actuators connected to the device. Resources also

include the software components that enable network access

for the device.

 Controller Service: Controller service is a native service that

runs on the device and interacts with the web services.

Controller service sends data from the device to the web service

and receives commands from the application (via web services)

for controlling thedevice.
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IoT Levels &Deployment Templates

 Database: Database can be either local or in the cloud and

stores the data generatedby the IoTdevice.

Web Service: Web services serve as a link between the IoT

device, application, database and analysis components. Web

service can be either implemented using HTTP and REST

principles (REST service) or using WebSocket protocol

(WebSocketservice).

 Analysis Component: The Analysis Component is responsible for

analyzing the IoT data and generate results in a form which are

easyfor the user to understand.

 Application: IoT applications provide an interface that the users

can use to control and monitor various aspects of the IoT

system. Applications also allow users to view the system status

andview the processeddata.
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IoTLEVEL-1
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IoT

LEVEL-1 Alevel-1 IoT system has a single node/device that performs sensing

and/or actuation, stores data, performs analysis and hosts the

application

 Level-1 IoT systems are suitable for modeling low cost and low-

complexity solutions where the data involved is not big and the

analysisrequirements are not computationally intensive.
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IoTLEVEL-2
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IoTLEVEL-2

 Alevel-2 IoT system has a single node that performs sensing and/or

actuation and localanalysis.

 Data is stored in the cloud and application is usuallycloud-based.

 Level-2 IoT systems are suitable for solutions where the data

involved is big, however, the primary analysis requirement is not

computationally intensive and canbe done locally itself.
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IoTLEVEL-3
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IoT LEVEL-3

 A level-3 IoT system has a single node. Data is stored and analyzed

in the cloud and application iscloud-based.

 Level-3 IoT systems are suitable for solutions where the data

involved is big and the analysis requirements are computationally

intensive.
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IoT LEVEL-4
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IoTLEVEL-3

 A level-4 IoT system has multiple nodes that perform local analysis.

Data is stored in the cloud and application iscloud-based.

 Level-4 contains local and cloud-based observer nodes which can

subscribe to and receive information collected in the cloud from IoT

devices.

 Level-4 IoT systems are suitable for solutions where multiple nodes

are required, the data involved is big and the analysis requirements

are computationally intensive.
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IoT LEVEL-5
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IoT LEVEL-5

 Alevel-5 IoT system has multiple end nodes and one coordinator

node.

 Theend nodesthat perform sensingand/or actuation.

 Coordinator node collects data from the end nodes and sends to

the cloud.

 Data is stored and analyzed in the cloud and application is cloud-

based.

 Level-5 IoT systems are suitable for solutions based on wireless

sensor networks, in which the data involved is big and the analysis

requirements are computationallyintensive.
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IoTLEVEL-5
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IoTLEVEL-6

 A level-6 IoT system has multiple independent end nodes that  

perform sensingand/or actuation and senddata to thecloud.

 Data is stored in the cloud and application iscloud-based.

 Theanalytics component analyzesthe data and stores the results in  

the clouddatabase.

 Theresults are visualizedwith the cloud-basedapplication.

 Thecentralized controller is aware of the status of all the endnodes  

andsendscontrol commandsto the nodes.
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UNIT- II  

IoTANDM2M

4244
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CLOs Course Learning Outcome

CLO 4 Experience in deriving theoretical properties of methods 

involved in IoT.

CLO 5 Design and implementation/modification of methods involved 

in IoT.

CLO 6 Describe what IoT is and the skill sets needed to be a network 

analysis.
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Machine-to-Machine(M2M)
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M2M

 An M2M area network comprises of machines (or M2M nodes)

which have embedded hardware modules for sensing, actuation

andcommunication.

 Various communication protocols can be used for M2M local area

networks such as ZigBee, Bluetooh, ModBus, M-Bus, Wirless M-Bus,

PowerLineCommunication (PLC),6LoWPAN,IEEE802.15.4, etc.

 The communication network provides connectivity to remote M2M

areanetworks.

 The communication network can either wired or wireless use

networks(IPbased).

 While the M2M area networks use either proprietary or non-IP

based communication protocols, the communication network uses

IP-basednetworks
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M2M gateway

Since non-IP

within

protocols  

within  

networks,  

nodes  

network

based

are used

M2M area

the M2M  

one  

cannot

with

external

the

communicate  

nodes in an  

network.

To enable  

communication

between remote M2M

area networks, M2M

gateways areused
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DifferencebetweenIoTandM2M

1. CommunicationProtocols

 M2M and IoT can differ in how the communication between

the machines or devices happens. M2M uses either proprietary

or non-IP based communication protocols for communication

within the M2M areanetworks.

2. Machines in M2M vsThingsin IoT

 The "Things" in IoT refers to physical objects that have unique

identifiers and can sense and communicate with their external

environment (and user applications) or their internal physical

states.

 M2M systems, in contrast to IoT, typically have homogeneous

machine types within anM2M areanetwork.
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DifferencebetweenIoTandM2M

3. HardwarevsSoftware Emphasis

 While the emphasis of M2M is more on hardware with  

embeddedmodules, the emphasisof IoTis more onsoftware.

4. Data Collection &Analysis

 M2M data is collected in point solutions and often in on-

premises storageinfrastructure.

 In contrast to M2M, the data in IoTis collected in the cloud

(canbe public, private or hybridcloud).
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DifferencebetweenIoTandM2M

3. Applications

 M2M data is collected in point solutions and can be accessed

by on-premises applications such as diagnosis applications,

service management applications, and on premisis enterprise

applications.

 IoT data is collected in the cloud and can be accessed by cloud

applications such as analytics applications, enterprise

applications, remote diagnosis and management applications,

etc.
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Communicationin IoTvsM2M
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SDN
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SDN

 Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a networking architecture

that separates the control plane from the data plane and

centralizes the networkcontroller.

 Software-based SDN controllers maintain a unified view of the

network and make configuration, management and provisioning

simpler.

 The underlying infrastructure in SDN uses simple packet

forwarding hardware as opposed to specialized hardware in

conventionalnetworks.
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NetworkFunctionVirtualization(NFV)
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NetworkFunctionVirtualization(NFV)

1. Virtualized Network Function(VNF):

 VNF is a software implementation of a network function which is capable of

running over the NFVInfrastructure(NFVI).

2. NFVInfrastructure(NFVI):

 NFVI includes compute, network and storage resources that are virtualized.

Standard Communication Interface(OpenFlow)

3. NFVManagement andOrchestrat

 NFV Management and Orchestration focuses on all virtualization-specific

management tasks and covers the orchestration and life-cycle management

of physical and/or software resources that support the infrastructure

virtualization, and the life-cycle management of VNFs.
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NFVUseCase
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NFV

 NFV can be used to virtualize the Home Gateway. The NFV

infrastructure in the cloud hosts a virtualized Home Gateway. The

virtualized gateway provides private IP addresses to the devices in

the home. The virtualized gateway also connects to network

servicessuchasVoIPand IPTV.
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Needfor IoTSystems Management

 Automating Configuration

 Monitoring Operational & StatisticalData

 Improved Reliability

 System WideConfigurations

 Multiple SystemConfigurations

 Retrieving & ReusingConfigurations
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NFV UseCase
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Needfor IoTSystemsManagement

 SNMP is a well-known and widely used network management

protocol that allows monitoring and configuring network devices

suchasrouters, switches,servers,printers, etc.

 SNMPcomponentinclude

 Network Management Station(NMS)

 Managed Device

 Management Information Base(MIB)

 SNMPAgent that runs on thedevice
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Limitationsof SNMP

 SNMP is stateless in nature and each SNMP request contains all

the information to process the request. The application needs to

be intelligent to managethe device.

 SNMP is a connectionless protocol which uses UDP as the  

transport protocol, making it unreliable as there was no support  

for acknowledgement of requests.

 MIBs often lack writable objects without which device  

configuration is not possibleusingSNMP.

 It is difficult to differentiate between configuration and state data

in MIBs.

 Retrieving the current configuration from a device can be difficult

with SNMP. Earlier versions of SNMP did not have strong security

features.
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Network Operator Requirements

 Easeofuse

 Distinction between configuration andstatedata

 Fetchconfiguration and state dataseparately

 Configuration of the network asawhole

 Configuration transactions acrossdevices

 Configuration deltas

 Dump and restoreconfigurations

 Configuration databaseschemas

 Comparingconfigurations
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YANG

 YANG is a data modeling language used to model configuration

and state data manipulated by the NETCONFprotocol.

 YANG modules contain the definitions of the configuration data,

state data, RPC cal s that can be issued and the format of the

notifications.

 YANG modules defines the data exchanged between the NETCONF

client andserver.

 A module comprises of a number of 'leaf' nodes which are

organizedinto ahierarchical tree structure.

 The 'leaf' nodes are specified using the 'leaf' or 'leaf-list'

constructs.

 Leaf nodes are organized using 'container' or 'list' constructs. • A

YANG module can import definitions from other modules. •

Constraintscanbe defined on the data nodes,e.g.allowed values.

•YANGcan model both configuration data and state data using the

'config' statement.
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YANG

 AYANGmodule canimport definitions from othermodules.

 Constraintscanbe defined on the datanodes, e.g. allowed values.

 YANGcanmodel both configuration data and state data usingthe  

'config' statement.
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YANGModuleExample

 ThisYANGmodule is aYANGversionof the toasterMIB

 The toaster YANG module begins with the header information  

followed by identity declarations which define various breadtypes.

 The leaf nodes („toasterManufacturer‟, „toasterModelNumber‟and

oasterStatus‟) are defined in the „toaster‟container.

 Eachleaf node definition hasatype and optionally adescription  

and defaultvalue.

 The  module  has  two RPC definitions („make-toast‟ and „cancel-

toast‟).
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YANG ModuleExample
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NETCONF-YANG
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IoTSystemsManagement withNETCONF-YANG

 Management System

 ManagementAPI

 TransactionManager

 RolbackManager

 Data ModelManager

 ConfigurationValidator

 ConfigurationDatabase

 ConfigurationAPI

 DataProviderAPI
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UNIT-III

IoTPlatforms DesignMethodology
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CLOs Course Learning Outcome

CLO 7 Use IoT design to carry out basic statistical modeling and 

analysis.

CLO 8 Motivate and explain trade-offs in IoT tool technique design 

and analysis of applications with IoT.

CLO 9 Understand significance of models in IoT.



State Of The Art

72

IoT architecture varies from solution to solution, based on the type of

solution which we intend to build. IoT as a technology majorly

consists of four main components, over which an architecture is

framed.

1. Sensors

2. Devices

3. Gateway

4. Cloud



State Of The Art
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Stages of IoT Architecture
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Stage1:-Sensors/actuators

75

 Sensors collect data from the environment or object under

measurement and turn it into useful data. Think of the specialized

structures in your cell phone that detect the directional pull of

gravity and the phone's relative position to the “thing” we call the

earth and convert it into data that your phone can use to orient the

device.

 Actuators can also intervene to change the physical conditions that

generate the data. An actuator might, for example, shut off a power

supply, adjust an air flow valve, or move a robotic gripper in an

assemblyprocess.

 The sensing/actuating stage covers everything from legacy

industrial devices to robotic camera systems, water level detectors,

air quality sensors,accelerometers, and heart ratemonitors.



Stage1:-Sensors/actuators
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 And the scope of the IoT is expanding rapidly, thanks in part to low-

power wireless sensor network technologies and Power over

Ethernet, which enable devices on a wired LAN to operate without

the need for anA/Cpowersource.



Stage2:-The Internetgateway
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 The data from the sensors starts in analog form. That data needs to

be aggregated and converted into digital streams for further

processingdownstream.

 Data acquisition systems (DAS)perform these data aggregation and

conversion functions.

 The DAS connects to the sensor network, aggregates outputs, and

performs the analog-to-digital conversion. The Internet gateway

receives the aggregated and digitized data and routes it over Wi-Fi,

wired LANs, or the Internet, to Stage 3 systems for further

processing.

 Stage 2 systems often sit in close proximity to the sensors and

actuators.



Stage2:-The Internetgateway
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 For example, a pump might contain a half-dozen sensors and

actuators that feed data intoadata

 aggregation device that also digitizes the data. This device might be

physical y attached to the pump. An adjacent gateway device or

server would then process the data and forward it to the Stage 3 or

Stage4systems.

 Intelligent gateways can build on additional, basic gateway  

functionality by adding such capabilities as analytics, malware  

protection, and data management services. These systems enable  

the analysisof data streams in realtime.



Stage3:-EdgeIT
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 Once IoT data has been digitized and aggregated, it's ready to cross

into the realm of IT. However, the data may require further

processing before it enters the datacenter.

 This is where edge IT systems, which perform more analysis, come

into play. Edge IT processing systems may be located in remote

offices or other edge locations, but generally these sit in the facility

or location where the sensors reside closer to the sensors, such as

in awiring closet.

 Because IoT data can easily eat up network bandwidth and swamp

your data center resources, it's best to have systems at the edge

capable of performing analytics as a way to lessen the burden on

core ITinfrastructure.



Stage3:-EdgeIT
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• You'd also face security concerns, storage issues, and delays

processing the data. With a staged approach, you can preprocess

the data, generate meaningful results, and pass only those on. For

example, rather than passing on raw vibration data for the pumps,

you could aggregate and convert the data, analyze it, and send only

projections asto when eachdevice will fail orneed service.



 Data that needs more in-depth processing, and where feedback

doesn't have to be immediate, gets forwarded to physical data

center or cloud-based systems, where more powerful IT systems

cananalyze,manage,and securelystore the data.

 It takes longer to get results when you wait until data reaches Stage

4, but you can execute a more in-depth analysis, as well as combine

your sensordata with data from other sourcesfordeeper insights.

 Stage 4 processing may take place on-premises, in the cloud, or in a

hybrid cloud system, but the type of processing executed in this

stageremains the same,regardlessof the platform.

Stage4:- The datacenter and cloud
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Python

82

Python is a general-purpose high level programming language and suitable
for providing a solid foundation to the reader in the area of cloud
computing.

Themain characteristics of Pythonare:

 Multi-paradigm programminglanguage

Python supports more than one programming paradigms including
object-oriented programmingandstructuredprogramming

 InterpretedLanguage

Python is an interpreted language and does not require an explicit
compilation step. The Python interpreter executes the program source
code directly, statement by statement, as a processor or scripting engine
does.

 Interactive Language

Python provides an interactive mode in which the user can submit
commands at the Python prompt and interact with the interpreter
directly.
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Class

 Lists

List a compound data type used to group together other values. List items

need not all have the same type. Alist contains items separated by commas

andenclosedwithin squarebrackets.

86

 Numbers

Number data type is used to store numeric values. Numbers are immutable

data types, therefore changing the value of a number data type results in a

newly allocatedobject.

 Strings

A string is simply a list of characters in order. There are no limits to the

number of charactersyou canhavein astring.
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Class

 Lists

List a compound data type used to group together other values. List items

need not all have the same type. Alist contains items separated by commas

andenclosedwithin squarebrackets.

86

 Numbers

Number data type is used to store numeric values. Numbers are immutable

data types, therefore changing the value of a number data type results in a

newly allocatedobject.

 Strings

A string is simply a list of characters in order. There are no limits to the

number of charactersyou canhavein astring.
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Control Flowstatements

88

 for

Thefor statement in Python iterates over items ofany sequence(list, string,  

etc.) in the order in which they appear in the sequence.

Thisbehavior isdifferent from the for statement in other languagessuchas  

Cin which an initialization, incrementing andstopping criteria areprovided.

 Passstatement

Thepassstatement in Python is anull operation.

Thepassstatement is usedwhen astatement is required syntactically but

youdo not want anycommandor codeto execute.



 While

Thewhile statement in Pythonexecutes the statementswithin the while loop  

aslong asthe while condition istrue.

 Rangestatement

Therangestatement in Python generatesa list of numbers inarithmetic  

progression.

 Break

Breakstatement breaksout of the for/whileloop

 Continue

Continue statement continues with thenextiteration

89

ControlFlowstatements



Function

s

91

 Passing byReference

All parameters in the Python functions arepassedbyreference.

If a parameter is changed within a function the change also reflected

back in the callingfunction.

 KeywordArguments

Functions can also be called using keyword arguments that identifies  

the argumentsby the parameternamewhen the function is called.

 VariableLengthArguments

Python functions can have variable length arguments. The variable

length arguments are passed to as a tuple to the function with an

argument prefixed with asterix(*)



Module

s

92

 Python allows organizing the program code into different moduleswhich 

improves  the code readabilityandmanagement.

 Amodule is aPython file that defines somefunctionality in the form of

• functions orclasses.

 Modules canbe imported using the importkeyword.

 Modules to be imported must bepresent in the searchpath.



 Pythonprovides several functions for date and time accessandconversions.

• Thedatetime module allows manipulating date and time in severalways.

• Thetime module in Python provides various time-relatedfunctions

95

Date/Time Operations
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UNIT-IV

IoT Physical Devices and  

Endpoints

90
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CLOs Course Learning Outcome

CLO 10 Describe the Transport layer protocols and how its uses in 

IoT.

CLO 11 Apply basic IoT algorithms for predictive network 

performance.

CLO 12 Understand basic terms what security issues. Identify key 

distribution methods.
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Introduction to 

Raspberry  interfaces 

(Serial, SPI, I2C)

What is an IoT Device

92



IoT Device Examples

• A home automation device that allows remotely monitoring the  

status of appliances and controlling the appliances.

• An industrial machine which sends information about its operation

and

health monitoring data to a server.

• Acar which sends information about its location to a cloud-

based service.

• A wireless-enabled wearable device that measures data about a

person such as the number of steps walked and sends the data

to a cloud-based service.
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Basic building blocks of an IoT Device

• Sensing

• Sensors can be either on-board the IoT device or attachedto  

the device.

• Actuation

• IoT devices can have various types of actuators attachedthat

allow taking

• actions upon the physical entities in the vicinity of thedevice.

• Communication

• Communication modules are responsible for sending collected  

data to other devices or cloud-based servers/storage and  

receiving data from other devices and commands fromremote  

applications.

• Analysis & Processing

• Analysis and processing modules are responsible for making  

sense of the collected data.
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Block diagram of an IoT Device
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Exemplary Device: Raspberry Pi

• Raspberry Pi is a low-cost mini-computer with the physical size ofa

credit card.

• Raspberry Pi runs various flavors of Linux and canperform  

almost all tasks that a normal desktop computer cando.

• Raspberry Pi also allows interfacing sensors and actuators through  

the general purpose I/O pins.

• Since Raspberry Pi runs Linux operating system, itsupports  

Python "out of the box".
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Raspberry Pi
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Linux on Raspberry Pi

• Raspbian

Raspbian Linux is a Debian Wheezy port optimized forRaspberry  

Pi.

• Arch

Arch is an Arch Linux port for AMD devices.

• Pidora

Pidora Linux is a Fedora Linux optimized for RaspberryPi.

• RaspBMC

RaspBMC is an XBMC media-center distribution for Raspberry  

Pi.

• OpenELEC

OpenELEC is a fast and user-friendly XBMC media-center  

distribution.

• RISC OS

RISC OS is a very fast and compact operatingsystem.
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Raspberry Pi GPIO
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Raspberry Pi Interfaces

1. Serial

Theserial interface on RaspberryPi hasreceive (Rx)and transmit

(Tx) pins for communication withserialperipherals.

2. SPI

Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) is a synchronous serial data

protocol used for communicating with one or more peripheral

devices.

3. I2C

The I2C interface pins on Raspberry Pi allow you to connect  

hardware modules. I2C interface allows synchronous data  

transfer with just two pins -SDA(data line) and SCL(clockline).
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Interfacing LED and switch

10
1



Other Devices

• pcDuino

• BeagleBone Black

• Cubieboard

10
2



UNIT-V

IoT Physcial Servers and  

Cloud Offerings

10
3



CLOs Course Learning Outcome

CLO 13 Identify common approaches used for Feature Generation of 

IoT.

CLO 14 Create effective results of IoT future approaches.

CLO 15 Work effectively in teams on IoT projects.

10
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Introduction to Cloud Computing

The worker can use a cloud computing service to finish their work

because the data is managed remotely by a server. Another example: you

have a problem with your mobile device and you need to reformat it or

reinstall the operating system. You can use Google Photos to upload your

photos to internet-basedstorage.

After the reformat or reinstall, you can then either move the photos back

to you device or you can view the photos on your device from the

internet when youwant.

10
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Cloud Computing

10
6



Characteristics

Third, cloud computing allows for resource pooling, meaning information

can be shared with those who know where and how (have permission) to

access the resource, anytime and anywhere. This lends to broader

collaboration or closer connections with other users. From an IoT

perspective, just as we can easily assign an IP address to every "thing" on

the planet, we can share the "address" of the cloud-based protected and

stored information with others andpoolresources.

Fourth, cloud computing features rapid elasticity, meaning users can

readily scale the service to their needs. You can easily and quickly edit

your software setup, add or remove users, increase storage space, etc.

This characteristic will further empower IoT by providing elastic

computing power, storage andnetworking.

10
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Service and Deployment

Servicemodels

Service delivery in cloud computing comprises three different

service models: software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service

(PaaS),and infrastructure asaservice (IaaS).

Software as a service (SaaS) provides applications to the cloud‟s

end user that are mainly accessed via a web portal or service-

oriented architecture-based web service technology. These services

can be seen as ASP(application service provider) on the application

layer. Usual y, a specific company that uses the service would run,

maintain and give support so that it can be reliably used over a long

period of time.
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Service and Deployment

Platform as a service (PaaS) consists of the actual environment for developing and

provisioning cloud applications. The main users of this layer are developers that

want to develop and run a cloud application for a particular purpose. Aproprietary

language was supported and provided by the platform (a set of important basic

services) to ease communication, monitoring, billing and other aspects such as

startup as well as to ensure an application‟s scalability and flexibility. Limitations

regarding the programming languages supported, the programming model, the

ability to access resources, and the long-term persistence are possible

disadvantages.
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Deployment models

Platform as a service (PaaS) consists of the actual environment for developing and

provisioning cloud applications. The main users of this layer are developers that

want to develop and run a cloud application for a particular purpose. Aproprietary

language was supported and provided by the platform (a set of important basic

services) to ease communication, monitoring, billing and other aspects such as

startup as well as to ensure an application‟s scalability and flexibility. Limitations

regarding the programming languages supported, the programming model, the

ability to access resources, and the long-term persistence are possible

disadvantages.
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Deployment models

Finally, a hybrid cloud combines two or more distinct private, community or public

cloud infrastructures such that they remain unique entities but are bound together

by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and application

portability. Normally, information that‟snot critical is outsourced to the public cloud,

while business-critical services and data are kept within the control of the

organization.
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DeploCLOUD STORAGEAPI

To the application, the cloud storage system is just another target device, like tape

or disk-based storage. An application program interface (API) is code that allows

two software programs to communicate with each other. The API defines the

correct way for a developer to write a program that requests services from an

operating system (OS) or other application. APIs are implemented by function cals

composed of verbs and nouns. The required syntax is described in the

documentation of the applicationbeingcalled.
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Threebasic typesofAPIs

APIs takethreebasic forms: local,web-likeandprogram-like.

1. Local APIs are the original form, from which the name came.

They offer OS middleware services to application programs.

Microsoft's .NET APIs, the TAPI (Telephony API) for voice

applications, and database access APIs are examples of the

localAPI form.

2. Web APIs are designed to represent widely used resources like

HTML pages and are accessed using a simple HTTP protocol.

Any web URL activates a web API. Web APIs are often called

REST (representational state transfer) or RESTful because the

publisher of REST interfaces doesn't save any data internally

between requests. As such, requests from many users can be

intermingled asthey would be on theinternet.

CLOUD STORAGE API
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CLOUD

STORAGEAPI
Program APIs are based on remote procedure call (RPC) technology

that makes a remote program component appear to be local to the

rest of the software. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) APIs, such

asMicrosoft's WS-seriesof APIs,are programAPIs.
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IoT / Cloud Convergence

•Internet-of-Things can benefit from the scalability,performance  

and pay-as-you-go nature of cloud computing infrastructures.  

Indeed, as IoT applications produce large volumes of data and  

comprise multiple computational components (e.g., data  

processing and analytics algorithms), their integration withcloud  

computing infrastructures could provide them withopportunities  

for cost-effective on-demand scaling. As prominent examples  

consider the followingsettings:

•ASmal Medium Enterprise (SME) developing an energy  

management IoT product, targeting smart homes and smart  

buildings. By streaming the data of the product (e.g., sensors and  

WSNdata) into the cloud it canaccommodate its growth needs in a  

scalable and cost effective fashion. As the SMEsacquires more  

customersand performsmore deployments of its product, it is able
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WAMP for IoT

• Web Application Messaging Protocol (WAMP) is a sub-protocol of  

Websocket which provides publish-subscribe and remote procedure call  

(RPC) messaging Patterns.
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WAMP - Concepts

•Transport: Transport is channel that connects two peers.

• Session: Session is a conversation between two peers that runs over a transport.

•Client: Clients are peers that can have one or more roles. In publish-subscribe model client  

can have following roles:

– Publisher: Publisher publishes events (including payload) to the topic maintained by the  

Broker.

– Subscriber: Subscriber subscribes to the topics and receives the events including the  

payload.

In RPC model client can have following roles:

– Caller: Caller issues calls to the remote procedures along with call arguments.

– Callee: Callee executes the procedures to which the calls are issued by the caller and  

returns the results back to the caller.

•Router: Routers are peers that perform generic call and event routing. In publish-subscribe  

model Router has the role of a Broker:

– Broker: Broker acts as a router and routes messages published to a topic to all subscribers  

subscribed to the topic.

In RPC model Router has the role of a Broker:

– Dealer: Dealer acts a router and routes RPC calls from the Caller to the Callee and routes

results from Callee to Caller.

• Application Code: Application code runs on the Clients (Publisher, Subscriber, Calleeor  

Caller).
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Amazon EC2 – Python Example
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Amazon AutoScaling – PythonExample
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Amazon S3 – Python Example
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Amazon RDS – Python Example
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Amazon DynamoDB – Python  

Example
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Python for MapReduce
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Python Packages of Interest

• JSON

• JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is an easy to read and write data-interchange format. JSON isused  

as an alternative to XML and is is easy for machines to parse and generate. JSON is built on two  

structures - a collection of name-value pairs (e.g. a Python dictionary) and ordered lists of values (e.g..  

a Python list).

• XML

• XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a data format for structured document interchange. The Python  

minidom library provides a minimal implementation of the Document Object Model interface and has  

anAPI similar to that in otherlanguages.

• HTTPLib & URLLib

• HTTPLib2 and URLLib2 are Python libraries used in network/internetprogramming

• SMTPLib

• Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) is a protocol which handles sending email and routing e-mail  

between mail servers. The Python smtplib module provides an SMTP client session object that canbe  

used to send email.

• NumPy

•NumPy is a package for scientific computing in Python. NumPy provides support for large multi-

dimensional arrays andmatrices

• Scikit-learn

• Scikit-learn is an open source machine learning library for Python that provides implementations of  

various machine learning algorithms for classification, clustering, regression and dimension reduction  

problems.
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Python Web Application Framework - Django

• Django is an open source web application framework for developing web

applications in Python.

• A web application framework in general is a collection of solutions, packages

and best practices that allows development of web applications and dynamic

websites.

• Django is based on the Model-Template-View architecture and provides a  

separation of the data model from the business rules and the user interface.

• Django provides a unified API to a databasebackend.

• Thus web applications built with Django can work with different databases

without requiring any code changes.

• With this fiexibility in web application design combined with the powerful  

capabilities of the Python language and the Python ecosystem, Django is best  

suited for cloud applications.

• Django consists of an object-relational mapper, a web templating system and a  

regular-expression based URL dispatcher.
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DjangoArchitecture

•Django is Model-Template-View 

(MTV)  framework.
• Model

• The model acts as a definition of some stored data and handles the  

interactions with the database. In a web application, the data can be stored in  

a relational database, non-relational database, an XML file, etc. A Django  

model is a Python class that outlines the variables and methods for a  

particular type of data.
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